The recognition potential during sentence presentation: stimulus probability, background stimuli, and SOA.
Recognition potential (RP) is an electrical brain response that has proved its usefulness for studying semantic processing of isolated words, and appears when subjects view meaningful stimuli embedded in a stream of background images at a high rate of presentation: the rapid stream stimulation paradigm (RSS). The present technical study is aimed at testing the validity of this procedure in the study of words within sentences. For this purpose, we varied word and background probability of appearance, the number of background stimuli preceding each word, and stimulus onset asynchrony. Probability did not have significant effects on RP, but it was found that a minimum number of two background stimuli preceding each word and a high rate (250 ms) of presentation are preferable for enhancing RP amplitude. The RSS paradigm would therefore improve the visibility-and, hence, refine the analysis-of a component that can nevertheless be obtained with more standard paradigms, such as rapid serial visual presentation, devoid of interspersed background stimuli.